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Abstract 
Data mining (DM) depends on analyzing wide amounts of information from many sources with a large 
database to obtain significant information that can be used in different areas, such as education and healthcare, in order 
to obtain the best possible knowledge. Within the field of healthcare, the huge quantity of medical science information 
has the potential to predict dangerous illnesses such as human immunodeficiency viruses (HIV) within a short period of 
time if processed in a suitable way. Therefore, early handling can be set by using appropriate algorithms and methods, 
such as Association Rule Mining Algorithms, which will affect the diagnosis positively.  
The principles of the tree algorithm were based on the construction of our proposed algorithm, This paper 
proposes an algorithm that depends on a repeated pattern that can help doctors to distinguish the severity level of AIDS 
in patients by means of a database, in experimental analysis on a data set between the database of patients and the 
proposed algorithm.  The  proposed algorithm consistently takes less time to find the people with HIV as compared to 
the original database ,and a difference in the database memory storage has been found between the database of patients 
and the proposed algorithm. 
Traditional algorithms used in previous, such as PART, J48, and Naïve Bayes, have performed poorly to 
predict disease, and this problem has been solved by new technologies and the development of a predictive system for 
HIV status. Thus, the main goal of this research as the final results showed that the proposed algorithm is workable in 
an early prediction of HIV with less time and less memory storage compare it with the original database and reducing 
the database to a mini tree that can help predict the condition of the patient at an early stage. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
During the last two decades over sixty million people ,have been infected with HIV/AIDS. The discovery of 
HIV/AIDS at an early stage is the key to its treatment. It is one of the most serious causes of death, as it is a disease 
which causes uncontrolled cell increase. In the 1980s, HIV was first identified. From this period onwards, there was an 
increase in studies and research into various aspects of the disease. Since 2006, approximately four million people in 
the world are estimated to have been infected with AIDS. An estimated ten million live with this virus. AIDS is a lent 
virus, i.e., it targets the immune system with long incubation periods. The disease can also be found in animals.   
Many countries suffer from problems in the field of predictive healthcare. DM methods can be applied using 
pattern recognition to hold classifying cases of AIDS in developing countries. When new information is extracted from 
a database, in many fields, user databases have such been developed that it enables new information to be held and 
extracted. This allows organizations to obtain accurate information, query processing and make use of applications as 
well as carries out decision-making. Within the field of healthcare, such databases enable researchers to carry out data 
mining, which can help predict the outlook of viruses, in this case HIV/AIDS[1].    
 
Data mining involves a set of parameters, such as a history of the disease and knowledge about its 
characteristics. It makes use of a set of technologies to find data. Therefore, an automated predictive method is 
necessary to predict the percentage of the disease [2]. 
 
There are many ways that the virus can be transmitted, such as unprotected sex, hypodermic needles, from 
mothers to babies during pregnancy, contaminated blood transportation, birth or breastfeeding. The virus shortens a 
person’s life by attacking their immune system, specifically the white blood cells, known as the CD4 cells T cells, 
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cluster of differentiation, is a type of white blood cells that are spread throughout the body, and whose mission is to 
find and destroy viruses, bacteria, and invasive germs and responsible for fighting the infection. The virus can reduce 
the number of CD4 cells, which can lead to other infections or cancers. Anti-retroviral handling is one of the top 
therapies for AIDS patients. This form of treatment can delay the course of the disease [3]. In spite of the variety of 
techniques used previously, the simplest and most obvious techniques were chosen to obtain accurate and improved 
results at the same time .Through the study of basic data mining algorithms, especially Association Rule Mining 
Algorithms, new algorithms can be proposed, which are based on the principles of the old algorithms but optimized. 
This can be obtained by using search algorithms in repetitive patterns, as well as the use of new databases in the style of 
tree algorithms. These databases can remove any repetitive data and reduce its amount in the database based on the 
relationships between elements. This results in an integrated gap-free algorithm. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some of the previous work and related studies that have 
been carried out in the field. It also highlights other similar research and methods. In Section 3, the research problem is 
clarified and the motivation behind the case study  is put forward. Section 4 introduces the methodology that will be 
used in this study. Section 5 describes the proposed algorithm, while Section 6 presents the experiment results and 
explains the proposed system with an example. Finally, in Section 7, the conclusion is given. 
 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Many researchers have studied HIV. In recent years, there has been a particular emphasis on association rule 
mining and proposed algorithms which can take care of missing values for detecting AIDS. Such studies include 
Avudaiselvi and Tamizhchelvi,  [4] and Clare and Avanija [5] who have used  expectation-maximization (EM) 
algorithms, neural networks, decision trees, naive Bayes and linear regression. Dom, et al. [6], Nahar, Tickle and Chen 
and Imam used an Apriori algorithm, while Rameshkumar [7] developed a model using association rule mining to find 
missing values for detecting AIDS. Monard, Prati, and de Carvalho [8] developed a predictive DM approach, using 
many methods to extract knowledge rules from DB(database). The negative impact on the results is because of the 
missing values and the loss of time required to search for holders of the disease with the loss of storage space. They 
also proposed a new approach in association rules to avoid this disadvantage. 
The studies of the techniques used in previous research aim to determine the proportion of the probability of 
AIDS based on large data analyzes. In previous research it collects patterns of medical data to find symptoms of the 
disease and gaps were found when dealing with large data, especially when using decision tree, support vector 
machine, which one of its problems not to reduce the databases and the seizure of all elements. Without filtering, a new 
model and algorithm was proposed to systematically close these gaps if the data extraction techniques are applied based 
on an algorithm that deals with large ,systematic databases, enabling us to provide areliable performance. The data 
must be extracted in a specific format so that it can be used for knowledge discovery. 
 
3.DEFINITION OF PROBLEM 
AIDS is considered a global pandemic, with almost 35.3 million people living with the disease. 
Approximately16.8 million sufferers are women, while 17.2 million are men. Furthermore, roughly 3.4 million 
sufferers are under the age of fifteen. In 2010, there were approximately 1.8 million deaths from AIDS, while in 2005, 
there were 2.2 million, A total of 800 medical datasets have been collected with many attributes that have Boolean 
values in addition to age and sex. The input data has been collected from a government data portal for the National 
AIDS Control Organization (NCBI)[9][10]. 
Medical science has a large possibility of discovering unclear inputs. Current techniques are tending towards 
the prediction of future diseases, given that all have clear symptoms. For this reason, this paper will propose to use data 
mining as a predictive tool and techniques to collect a sizeable amount of health data. This data will be normalized 
using a normalization technique. In this database, all variables will be analyzed in order  to make suitable decisions that 
control the prediction of AIDS. This will be carried out using the concept of clustering. The size of the data will also be 
reduced using vertical fragmentation. More specifically, this research will propose a database in which an improved 
algorithm can be implemented, based on the tree algorithm theory. This algorithm has the potential to be used to filter 
data in a large database and extract hidden information efficiently [11]. 
 The principles of the tree algorithm were based on the construction of our proposed algorithm,  that can help 
doctors to distinguish the severity level of AIDS in patients by means of a database ,in experimental analysis the  
proposed algorithm takes consistently less time and database memory storage to find the people with HIV. HIV testing 
is necessary to slow down the spread of the infection. As many people are not aware of the HIV infection, they may be 
less likely to take precautions to help prevent the spread of the virus to other people. Early diagnosis often leads to 
treatment with drugs that may delay the development of AIDS [12][13].  
 
 
4. APPLIED METHODOLOGY 
In order to reduce the size of data used for patient databases, data cleaning and handling must be carried out. 
This involves accessing the single record of each patient and constraining most probabilities of values by assigning the 
likelihood of bucket values to them. The approach used in this study is helpful in distinguishing the presence of the 
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virus in a patient. Its end result will enable handling procedures and decisions to be made more carefully by 
practitioners. While building the database basic need analysis, HIV infection is diagnosed by laboratory tests:  
1. The ELISA test is performed after a month of stopping the virus by examining a blood sample and its outcome.  
2. Testing the examination of the manifold (Western Pluton), a confirmation test for positive case studies of ELISA.  
3. Quick inspection.  
4. Antigen examination is conducted two weeks after exposure to infection and its result in the early future group of 
infection and stages of the disease.  
5. PCR is performed after a week of exposure. 
Figure1 represents the main operations of the suggested methodology of the current research. There are three 
phases of the disease that can be identified by knowing the patient's symptoms. After, the level of severity to the patient 
can be determined through the necessary analysis and diagnosis of the development of the disease. According to 
appropriate algorithms, a database can also be used to work this out. Traditional algorithms used in previous research 
such as PART, J48, and Naïve Bayes have performed poorly in predicting disease and have been solved by new 
technologies and the development of a predictive HIV status system. The general approach of the methodology, which 
begins with the order of data, its preparation, modeling and configuration of the controls are adopted in the proposed 
algorithm. These steps are applied to any proposed database, whether large or small, according to the number of 
patients without restricting it to a certain number. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure1: Component of Methodology 
 
5. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
For this study, a TDB(transaction database) of patients using Min_Sup(minimum support) has been selected. 
As mentioned above, the disease has three stages and is, therefore, encoded in different ways. This is the first step to 
building the algorithm. 
 
5.1 Steps of the proposed method: 
 Depending on the Min_Sup value, if its support value is less than Min_ Sup, the patients name will be deleted from 
the database, otherwise the database will be retained by name. 
 The symptoms of a patient in database select as SP (symptoms of a patient) determined based on the most common 
symptoms in the patient. 
 Be based on the updated database: 
1. Sort the database by symptoms. 
2. Create Root as  NULL for tree. 
3. For each symptoms of a patient in database select as SP  and go to 4. 
4. Should a descending ordered SP(symptoms of a patient) by [A1 | B1]. A1 is the first symptoms and B1 is have a rest 
of the symptoms in each SP in database . 
5. Check If A1 = the a large amount of FI(frequent item sets), go to 6. else go to 8. 
6. If Root in tree has a direct new node as child then move the root to A1. 
7. For each item reset in part B1: 
generate a new node from old root.  
If B has no new node and already exists in tree then not add in tree.  
If B1 new root but no new node then add only Bi . 
Use the basic database of 
patients 
Display all Possible 
Symptoms 
Collect information about 
symptom 
Analysis of severity of 
symptom 
Mapping the data with 
predefined rules 
Computing the percentage 
of suspected disease 
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8. do not add this SP in tree . 
9. The output new tree with Si values  
10. If S0 Min_Sup value=0 then threshold is equal to zero, which did not provide any of the above symptoms  
11. If S1 Min_Sup value=1 then threshold equals one ,patient entering the first stage of the disease. 
12. If S2 Min_Sup value=2 then threshold equals two ,patient entry into the second stage of the disease. 
13. If S3 Min_Sup value=3 then threshold is equal to three patients entering the third stage of the disease. F is selected 
as a frequent item.   
If the patient has symptoms of the disease but not a common symptom of the disease is excluded from the database, in 
case the patient suffers from minor symptoms but within the suspected symptoms are entered into the algorithm and 
depending on these symptoms and severity is the final tree is drawn according to the repeated numbers at each injury 
determines the level of disease. The method can be followed in the flowchart in figure 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure2:Details of the Proposed Algorithm 
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6. Implementation of an Algorithm with an Example 
 
Initially, this database was proposed to illustrate the suggested algorithm in detail. This algorithm was applied 
to a large database of 60,000 patients and once again to 100,000 patients with different symptoms. A proposed database 
of only twenty cases will be used to illustrate the work of the database with the algorithm. The principle of proposed 
algorithm depends on the tree algorithm. In implementation, the same database presented in Table1 will be used and the 
support for each item will be calculated.  
 
Table 1: Transactions of Database 
 
Case NO. TDB 
Case1 Headache, diarrhea, nausea and vomiting 
Case2 
Headache, long-lasting diarrhea, nausea and  vomiting, fatigue, aching  muscles, sore throat, swollen 
lymph nodes, a red rash that does not itch (usually on torso), fever that lasts for more than ten days, 
being tired all the time, swollen lymph nodes in neck or groin, night sweats, unexplained weight loss, 
purplish spots on skin that do not go away, severe shortness of breath, ,yeast infections in mouth, throat 
or vagina, bruises or bleeding that cannot be explained 
Case3 
Nausea and vomiting, fatigue, aching  muscles, sore throat, swollen lymph nodes, a red rash that does 
not itch (usually on torso) 
Case4 Diarrhea, nausea and vomiting 
Case5 Swollen lymph nodes, headache 
Case6 Sore throat, swollen lymph nodes, a red rash that does not itch (usually on torso), fever 
Case7 Fatigue, aching muscles, sore throat, swollen lymph nodes 
Case8 Diarrhea, nausea and vomiting 
Case9 Headache, diarrhea, nausea and vomiting, fatigue, aching muscles 
Case10 
Headache, long-lasting diarrhea, nausea and vomiting, fatigue, aching muscles, sore throat, swollen 
lymph nodes in neck or groin, a red rash that does not itch (usually on torso), fever that lasts for more 
than ten days, being tired all of the time, S night sweats, unexplained weight loss, purplish spots on skin 
that do not go away, severe shortness of breath, yeast infections in mouth, throat or vagina, bruises or 
bleeding that cannot be explained 
Case11 A red rash that does not itch (usually on torso), fever 
Case12 A red rash that does not itch (usually on torso), fever 
Case13 Headache, diarrhea, nausea and vomiting, fatigue, aching muscles ,fever, sore throat 
Case14 Diarrhea, nausea and vomiting 
Case15 
Headache, diarrhea, nausea and vomiting, fatigue, aching  muscles, sore throat, swollen lymph nodes, a 
red rash that does not itch (usually on torso), fever 
Case16 
Swollen lymph nodes, a red rash that does not itch (usually on torso), fever, sore throat, diarrhea, nausea 
and vomiting. 
Case17 Headache, diarrhea, nausea and vomiting, fatigue 
Case18 
Headache, diarrhea, nausea and vomiting, fatigue, sore throat, swollen lymph nodes, a red rash that does 
not itch (usually on torso) 
Case19 Fatigue, aching muscles 
Case 20 
headache, long-lasting diarrhea, nausea and  vomiting, fatigue, aching  muscles, sore throat, swollen 
lymph nodes, being tired all the time, swollen lymph nodes in neck or groin, fever that lasts for more 
than ten days, night sweats, unexplained weight loss, purplish spots on skin that do not go away, severe 
shortness of breath, , yeast infections in mouth, throat or vagina, bruises or bleeding that cannot be 
explained 
 
The first phase of the algorithm involved examining the database to confirm the symptoms of the patient. 
Then, the necessary analysis was conducted in the event of passing the initial phase of the symptoms, which will be 
referred to as the symbol S1 in Table 2.  
This result will require the patient to add the result of the required analysis in addition to the symptoms to 
find out the level of S in the database, depending on the second table. The algorithm is applied to produce Table 2, 
which demonstrates the Min_Sup values. It is not a condition that the symptoms should determine the level of the 
disease, one should rely on the required medical tests described in advance to confirm the stages of the disease.    
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Table 2: Cases With Min_Sup. Threshold 
 
Case NO. Min_Sup.  
Case1 S0 
Case2 S3 
Case3 S1 
Case4 S0 
Case5 S0 
Case6 S1 
Case7 S1 
Case8 S0 
Case9 S1 
Case10 S3 
Case11 S0 
Case12 S0 
Case13 S2 
Case14 S0 
Case15 S2 
Case16 S2 
Case17 S0 
Case18 S1 
Case19 S0 
Case20 S3 
 
After applying the first and second step of the algorithm, all cases that carry the value of S0 were deleted, 
which resulted in Table 3. 
 
Table 3: Cases After Algorithm Applied 
 
Case No. Min_Sup. 
Threshold (S) 
Case2 S3 
Case3 S1 
Case6 S1 
Case7 S1 
Case9 S1 
Case10 S3 
Case13 S2 
Case15 S2 
Case16 S2 
Case18 S1 
Case20 S3 
 
For an easier application of the algorithm, each of the symptoms will be referred to with a code as shown, in 
Table 4. 
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Table 4: The Symptoms with a Code 
 
Code Symptoms 
A1 Headache 
B1 Diarrhea 
C1 Nausea and vomiting 
D1 Fatigue 
E1 Aching muscles 
A2 Sore throat 
B2 Swollen lymph nodes 
C2 Red rash that does not itch (usually on torso) 
D2 Fever 
E2 CD4 T< 200 
A11 Being tired all the time  
B11 Swollen lymph nodes in neck or groin 
C11 Fever that lasts for more than ten days  
D11 Night sweats 
E11 Unexplained weight loss 
A22 Purplish spots on skin that do not go away  
B22 Severe shortness of breath  
C22 Long-lasting diarrhea   
D22 Yeast infections in mouth, throat or vagina  
E22 Bruises or bleeding that cannot be explained 
 
 
After applying the algorithm steps, the final tree of the proposed database is explained in Figure3. To see all 
the important symptoms, the final tree was created  and to find out links between those symptoms of a new node for 
each symptoms, the main goal is to extract  the tree as a small tree branches where they delete the excess  branches, 
according to the proposed algorithm, find short way which has found the disease. Through the final tree ,the correlation 
of the symptoms of the disease can be seen ,as well as which the most common symptoms. These should be a branch of 
the tree to determine the level of disease.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: The Final Tree 
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Through the final tree, the proposed algorithm can be implemented to determine the stages of the disease for 
each patient, as represented in Figure 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Stages of Disease 
 
In order for the proposed algorithm to be successful in the required form in addition to the prediction of the 
disease must take into account two important points, namely time and space. In an experimental analysis on a data set 
containing 60000 patient with 10 symptoms, a comparison has been made between the database of patients and the 
proposed algorithm. The implementation of the search was done using Net Beans IDE 7.4. ,and the running of the 
proposed algorithm was obtained in java language. The  proposed algorithm takes consistently less time to find the 
people with HIV as compared to original database. Five readabilities have been assumed, each with a reading different 
from the other symptoms, as explained in Figure 5 . 
0
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Figure 5: Comparison of the necessary search time between the original database and the proposed algorithm 
database 
 
After having conducted experiments , a difference in the memory storage is noticed between the database of 
patients and the proposed algorithm, in the second experimental analysis the original database with 100000 Patients 
showed a different value of Min_Sup . Six readabilities have been considered, each different from another in 
symptoms. The proposed algorithm takes consistently less memory storage, as shown in Figure6. 
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Figure 6: Comparison of the necessary memory storage between the original database and the proposed 
algorithm database 
7.CONCLUSION 
Many countries suffer from problems in the field of predictive healthcare. The extraction of new information 
from a database helps organizations to obtain accurate information, query processing, make use of applications and 
carry out decision-making. For this reason, data mining must be used to predict viruses. The main goal of this research 
has been to predict the viruses, as the final results showed that the proposed algorithm is workable in an early 
prediction of HIV with comparatively less time and less memory storage. The final results have shown that the 
proposed algorithm is workable in an early prediction of HIV. 
If processed in a suitable way, large amounts of medical science information can be used to predict dangerous 
illnesses, such as HIV, in a shorter period of time. This can be achieved through early handling by means of an 
algorithm. In this study, the proposed algorithm  depends on the tree algorithm and repeated patterns, which can help 
doctors to distinguish the severity level of AIDS in patients. These databases can remove any repetitive data and reduce 
the amount of data in the database based on the relationships between elements. This results in an integrated gap-free 
algorithm. 
 This can be achieved by using a database and suggesting an algorithm based on many connected symptoms 
and their level of severity. All the important related attributes of the disease are selected from the dataset in order to 
discover HIV at an earlier stage. The study has also focused on distinguishing hidden information from a large dataset. 
Through the suggested example and the results of applying the algorithm to the proposed data, the main objective of the 
study has been achieved: reducing the database to a mini tree that can help predict the condition of the patient at an 
early stage.  
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